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Writing 

This week, we would like you to think about another 

genre of writing related to the book Skellig. You are 

going to create a newspaper report about discovering 

Skellig in our school’s PE shed. To help you with this, 

we have included guidance in your pack. Remember to 

include the features of a newspaper report such as: 

-a headline and a lead 

-a picture with a caption 

-direct quotations  

-use of the third person  

-formal language  

Reading 

This week, we would like you to look at the extract from  

Skellig and an extract from another book by David Almond, 

My Dad’s a Birdman, which many of you would have read in 

Year 4. Using what we have been learning about the style 

choices an author makes in their writing, have a go at  

comparing and contrasting the two texts by the same  

author.  

 

Art PE 

Activity 1: Complete the five days of home workouts included 

in the pack.  

 

 

Answer the following questions: 

1) Which activity have you improved on from last week? 

2) Which activities are you still finding tricky? 

3) How can you improve on the more challenging exercises? 

4) What can you do to improve your energy levels/prevent 

feeling tired? 

 

 

 

Science 

 

This week, we’re going to revisit electricity but this time we’ll 

be looking at circuits! 

 

Look out for a quiz to see how much you remember from the 

last time we learned about electricity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         Year 6 Home Learning Pack Week 14 

This week at school we will be learning how to draw 

different cartoon characters in the style of different 

illustrators. Have a go at drawing two characters in 

the style of Tony Ross (the illustrator who works with 

David Walliams): a wooly mammoth and a penguin. 

Have a go at following the step-by-step guide  

included in your pack. Why not include a creative 

setting to go with your cartoon characters? 

Top tip: Remember to play Maths  

Prodigy regularly. This week’s learning 

focuses on angles. It is an excellent way 

to revise! 

Please be aware that the activities set are optional, open-ended tasks for you to use when and if you wish. There is no expectation that all the tasks are completed. We invite  

families to pick and choose learning activities that work for them, to take a break/holiday from home learning if you wish or to keep on with the routine depending on individual circumstances.  



Writing Activity Guidance 

Activity prompt: Imagine this scenario - you and some of your friends were playing basketball in the KS2 playground area when you heard 

strange scratching and groaning sounds coming from the PE equipment shed. You decided to investigate what it was; luckily someone had left 

the shed unlocked! Even though the shed was cramped and cluttered full of sporting equipment, they were able to move some of it out of the 

way in order to get closer to the sound. Behind a large container of tennis balls, they spotted the creature responsible for the sound. It looked 

like a man with a pale, dirty face, dry, cracked skin and a disheveled black suit. His eyes were barely open and he looked like he was sick. He 

was not moving and cobwebs had formed on his face and clothing... 

How would you describe Skellig based on what 

you have already read? Remember to include 

some details about the creature you have found 

such as: dirty clothing, wings coming out from the 

back of his jacket, cobwebs covering his face, dry 

and cracked skin, twisted fingers and swollen 

knuckles. What other descriptions could you  

include? 



Writing Activity Guidance 

direct quotation picture and caption 

head-

lead (5 Ws) 

organised in  

paragraphs 

third person 

adverbials of 

time 
formal language 

past tense 

Let’s review the important features of a newspaper report.  



Writing Activity Guidance 

Use this planning guide to help 

you think about the 5Ws that 

make up your lead.  

Use this planning guide to help 

you organise the overall structure 

of your newspaper report.  



Writing Activity Guidance 

You may use some of the  

sentence starters and writing 

prompts on this page to help 

you with your own newspaper 

report about Skellig.  

A winged creature resembling an ill man was reportedly seen by  

pupils at Heathland School... 

A few children found this strange creature hiding behind a container 

of tennis balls... 

While some pupils believe that this may be a magical being... 

On the morning of... 

A group of Year 6 pupils were playing basketball when they heard the 

sound of... 

As they got closer... 

Despite the clutter in the equipment shed... 

The creature appeared to have... 

Upon closer inspection... 

One pupil, (include their name) aged 11, commented... 

Following the discovery and the reports of the children, the  

headteacher, Ms Caswell, immediately took action by... 

Ms Caswell explained that she... 

However, once the ambulance arrived, the creature was no longer... 

The police have also been contacted to lead an investigation... 

 

A lead for your lead! 

Who? Year 6 pupils at Heathland School 

What? They found a strange creature who appeared to be 

an ill man with wings in the PE equipment shed. 

When? Earlier this week while they were playing basketball 

Where? In the PE equipment shed located in the playground 

Why? This was a very unusual event which led to alerting 

emergency services about the presence of the creature.  



Writing Activity Guidance 



Writing Activity Guidance 



Writing Activity Guidance 

Use this template to 

help you write your 

newspaper report or 

create your own.  



Writing Activity Guidance 



 

Reading Activity - Skellig Text 



 

Reading Activity - Skellig Text 



 

Reading Activity - Skellig Text 



 

Reading Activity - Skellig Text 



 

Reading Activity - My Dad’s a Birdman Text 



 

Reading Activity - My Dad’s a Birdman Text 



 

Reading Activity - My Dad’s a Birdman Text 



 

Reading Activity - My Dad’s a Birdman Text 



 

Reading Activity - My Dad’s a Birdman Text 



 

Reading Activity  

Activity: Use this compare and contrast map to consider the similarities and differences between Skellig and My Dad’s 

a Birdman by David Almond once you have read the two extracts. Remember that the similarities should be in the 

middle circles with the differences on either side.  

Skellig 
My Dad’s a 

Birdman 



 

Reading Activity Guidance 

We already discuss the author’s 

choices of language in Guided 

Reading sessions. Now you are 

considering these choices in the 

context of comparing and  

contrasting two texts.  

In this week’s activity, we are  

specifically concerned with the  

choices of vocabulary and structure 

the author has made in both of the 

texts. For example, has he used first 

or third person? Short, snappy  

sentences or long, descriptive ones? 



Art Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Science Activity 

Here’s a quick reminder 

of what we’ve learned so 

far about electricity. 



Science Activity 

Have a go at answering these 

questions without referring 

back to the previous page. 



Science Activity 



Science Activity 



Science Activity 

Please check out Week 

14’s video for guidance! 

Let’s do one together: 

What components are needed in a circuit? 

Do we have them all? 

Is the switch on or off? 



Science Activity 



Science Activity: Task 2 



Science Activity 

Let’s do one together: 

We’re going to use the symbols learning 

poster to help us. 

Please check out Week 

14’s video for guidance! 



PE Activity 



PE Activity: Mind-Up Script 

If you don’t have chime, try 

Youtube! They have many different 

calming sounds. You can also find 

something around your home that 

makes a noise. Be creative! 



Maths Arithmetic Practise 



Maths Arithmetic Practise 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

Ones 

When you’re multiplying by 10, 

100 or 1000, you don’t have to use 

the column method. Instead, you 

use your knowledge of place value. 

43.9 x 10 
When you multiply, your number will be  

getting larger. The amount of zeros tells how 

many places each digit must move. Remember, 

the decimal DOES NOT move - it is the digits. 

Here, each digit must move one place value to 

the left. 

4 3 9 

Our answer is 439. 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

When you’re multiplying by 10, 

100 or 1000, you don’t have to use 

the column method. Instead, you 

use your knowledge of place value. 

19.5 x 100 

Ones 

Our answer is 1950. 

Now the number is being multiplied by 

100. This time there’s 2 zeros which 

means each digit must move 2 place  

value spaces to the left 

If there are any gaps left before the 

decimal, we must use a place  

holder! This helps us to understand 

the true value of a number. 

0 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

When you’re multiplying by 10, 

100 or 1000, you don’t have to use 

the column method. Instead, you 

use your knowledge of place value. 

0.41 x 1000 
Let’s try this one! 

How many place values does each digit 

move? 

Are any place holders needed? 

If there are any gaps left before the 

decimal, we must use a place  

holder! This helps us to understand 

the true value of a number. 

Ones 





Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Apply: Multiplying and Dividing 10, 100 and 1000 



Reason: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Reason: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

When you’re dividing by 10, 100 

or 1000, you don’t have to use the 

column method. Instead, you use 

your knowledge of place value. 

755 / 10 
When you divide, your number will be getting 

smaller. The amount of zeros tells how many 

places each digit must move. Remember, the 

decimal DOES NOT move - it is the digits. 

Here, each digit must move one place value 

space to the right in order to get smaller. 

Our answer is 75.5 

Ones 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

When you’re dividing by 10, 100 

or 1000, you don’t have to use the 

column method. Instead, you use 

your knowledge of place value. 

809 / 100 
When you divide, your number will be getting 

smaller. The amount of zeros tells how many 

places each digit must move. Remember, the 

decimal DOES NOT move - it is the digits. 

Here, each digit must move two place value 

spaces to the right in order to get smaller. 

Our answer is 8.09 

Ones 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 

When you’re dividing by 10, 100 

or 1000, you don’t have to use the 

column method. Instead, you use 

your knowledge of place value. 

 520/ 1000 
Let’s try this one! 

How many place values does each digit 

move? 

Are any place holders needed? 

If there are any gaps left before the 

decimal, we must use a place  

holder! This helps us to understand 

the true value of a number. 

Ones 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Learn: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Apply: Calculating Volume Using a Formula 



Reason: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 



Reason: Multiplying and Dividing by 10, 100 and 1000 







Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Basically, you need to apply what you understand of  

multiplying and dividing 1000 to convert units of mass. 

Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Let’s look at an example together: 

5384g to kg = 5 kg and 384g 

                     OR 

                 5.384 kg 
To go from grams to kg you 

must divide by 1000. 

      4.907kg to g = 4907g 
To go from kg to g you 

must multiply by 1000. 

Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Use the place value chart 

to help you! 

Let’s give some of these a go: 

Learn: Conversions of Mass 

Please check out Week 

14’s video for guidance! 



Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Think about which would 

be the most appropriate 

for each object. 

Learn: Conversions of Mass 



Apply: Conversions of Mass 

Before you solve problems involving conversions, it is  

important to make all units of measurement the same. For 

example, of you have measurements in both kg and g, 

make both either kg or g. 



Let’s give one of these a go: 
Please check out Week 

14’s video for guidance! 



Reason: Conversions of Mass 



 

Reading Comprehension Activity 



 

Reading Comprehension Activity 



SPAG Activities 



SPAG Activities 



Fun at Home: Top Websites to Visit 

Fabulous Fitness 

https://www.youtube.com/user/

thebodycoach1  

PE With Joe - Joe Wickes does daily 

workouts each day at 9am. This is 

great way to start your day as healthy 

as can be! 

https://family.gonoodle.com/channels/

zumba-kids  

Zumba - If you love music and dancing, 

this is one for you! Why not try moving 

and grooving with your family  

members at home? 

 https://www.youtube.com/user/

yogawithadriene  

Yoga with Adriene- There is a great  

selection of yoga and mindfulness  

videos for you to use at home.  

Amazing Animals 

https://www.zsl.org/zsl-whipsnade-zoo/whipsnade-

zoo-webcam  

Whipsnade Zoo - If you love animals and can’t 

wait to go back to the zoo, have a look at 

Whipsnade’s Livestream from home. The  

animals are still being looked after and doing all sorts of  

exciting things whilst the zoo is closed to visitors.  

Lovely Literacy 

https://literacytrust.org.uk/family-

zone/  

The National Literacy Trust - 

The Family Zone has all types 

of fun and educational activities 

online from e-books to art  

activities with well-known  

     authors and illustrators.  

 

https://

www.worldofdavidwalliams.com/

activities/ 

David Walliams - There are lots 

of fun videos, book excerpts 

and activities on David  

Walliams’ website.  

Marvellous Maths 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/  

White Rose Maths - The maths resources your teachers love are free during the 

school closures. There is new content for each year group each week.  

 

https://www.numerise.com/secondary-ready/  

Captivating Creativity 

https://

disneyon-

stage.co.uk/

education/  

Disney on Stage - Who doesn’t love  

Disney favourites such as the Lion King? 

There are different activities to do at 

home related to some Disney musical 

productions!  

https://www.tate.org.uk/

kids  

Tate Kids - Do you 

want to create Pop Art 

like Andy Warhol? Or maybe you prefer 

the Impressionist style paintings of  

Monet? This website has tons of amazing 

ideas for letting your inner artist come to 

life at home! 

Numerise - Get yourself secondary ready with a wide range of activities to  

prepare you. This resource is free until September.  
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